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Dear Prep Family
As a youngster I was a great fan of Wilbur Smith. When
the Lion Feeds, The Sound of Thunder, A Sparrow Falls,
were grand holiday reads at my aunt’s house on the
South Coast. We were “Vaalies” who made the annual
migration down Van Reenen’s pass during the April
holidays (you can take the boy out of Benoni, but you
can’t take Benoni out of the boy). One of my favourite
holiday activities was to spend the long lazy afternoons
reading my aunt’s collection of Wilbur Smith novels.
One of the things that amazed me in those early novels
was the overseas letter writing. Back in the late seventies and early eighties, I was astounded that anyone
would have the patience to wait anything from six weeks
to three months for the mail ship, then the horse and
carriage or bicycle to deliver one’s letter. Imagine the
patience one had to exercise in seeking response to
an urgent issue. “Urgent” must have carried a different
meaning in days of sail and steam and no international
cable.
Nowadays, our click of a mouse, tap of a screen and

“same-day-delivery” have eroded our ability to be, or
seek, patience. We seem to want things to happen at the
speed of thought. Even though we have, all around us,
the most wonderful example of the success of patience.
Nature is the great exemplar of this week’s virtue at Prep;
the growth of a seed into a plant, then into a flower and
eventually a fruit only happens with, and in, its own time.
Nature creates change very slowly. Emerson’s famous
line, “Adopt the pace of nature, her secret is patience”
couldn’t be more true. Seeds have to be planted, watered, nurtured and then given time to grow into what
they are meant to be.
Patience could not have been a more appropriate virtue
for this week as we begin our slow journey back into
school. Queues at drop-off and pick-up, working out how
to use masks most efficiently and having to repeat oneself innumerable times because we can’t read lips like
we’ve become so used to. I keep forgetting my mask on
my desk and have to be VERY patient with myself taking
the time to go back and collect it!
The pursuit of excellence requires patience; the laying
of a foundation, the planning, getting the right conditions
for growth, careful nurturing and attention – these are the
foundations of excellence.
This is a shout-out, a gentle one, but filled with gratitude to the Prep staff for their patience. How they have
planned and set foundations to create
the right conditions for the reopening of Prep and their
determination to nurture
and to do right by our
Preppies!
I salute you all!
Mr B
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Pre-Primary
My, How You Have Grown!
Wow, Grade R - we are back!
We had butterflies and dragonflies bouncing around
in our tummies and big eyes looking out over our super hero masks, but what a treat it was - once we were
seated - to push our masks down and see the big smiles
underneath!
After discussing how nervous we all felt and that we all
had those funny feelings in our tummies, you could see
the children visibly relax. It then became a contest who
had the funniest feeling in their tummies!
I am so very proud of our Grade R Preppies. They
listened so well to our new routines and coped amazingly
well with putting their masks on to move around. Our little
ones have more resilience than we know. I think it may
take a week or two catch up on their news and share all
the stories - they really have needed to see their classmates and talk!
Snack time, picnic style worked really well and we made
the most of warming up in the beautiful winter sunshine.
Our class calendar was still unmoved from the last
date at which we were at school together, which was 17
March! What a lot of counting we had to do to get to 8
June!
And what a lot growing has been going on, hair-styles
have changed, multiple teeth are missing and some of
our Grade Rs have sprouted in height!
It is so good to have them back and thanks to you
parents once again, for all you do.
Dani Wright
Grade R Teacher
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Junior Prep
ing’ to learning back in classroom mode without much
sweat or re-adjustment.

“Life doesn’t get easier or more forgiving;
we get stronger and more resilient.”
– Steve Maraboli

Besides getting stuck into their Mathematics and
English lessons with enthusiasm, they enjoyed their
breaks supervised on Retief field, took part in a Phys Ed
lesson and learnt some Afrikaans as well.
We should never misjudge the ability of children to adjust
- they are flexible and embrace change easier than a lot
of us in the ‘grown-up’ world.

Teaching the Life-Lesson of
Resilience

It’s great to have a semblance of normality begin to take
shape again at Junior Prep and we look forward to the
return of the rest of our JPs.

On Monday at Junior Prep, the Grade 3s had their first
day back in the classroom since the lockdown period
began. It was wonderful to have them back! No more
empty classrooms and quiet playgrounds.

Sharon Lister
HOD Junior Prep and Pre-Primary

Our Preppies effortlessly navigated a new return to
school, adhering wonderfully to social distancing, being
sensible about sanitizing, and figuring out ways to endure
wearing masks during their first morning back in the
classroom.
As the Grade 3s entered the classroom, beaming from
ear to ear to see their classmates (and hopefully their
teachers too), they unpacked their belongings at their
workspaces, utilizing the new book baskets and happily
stored their school satchels under their desks. Once they
got used to the different classroom layout, the familiar
banter between friends and hearty laughter was warming
to our teachers’ hearts.
I am very proud of each one of them. They have showed
resilience and have bounced back from ‘Distance LearnNEC ASPERA TERRENT
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Active Lifestyle
From the Sports Director
As the Preppies return to school during Alert Level 3 of
the COVID-19 pandemic, there have been significant
sporting issues addressed to ensure the safety and the
well-being of our children and staff.
Social and physical distancing measures have become
common to curtail the spread of the disease. All school
sport practices and fixtures have been temporarily
banned. However, the Prep Active Lifestyle programme
has been fantastic in supporting the safe reopening of
sporting events, as well as to encourage physical activity
during the lockdown and beyond.
All the children learning at school and at home are
engaged in daily physical activities mainly without
equipment. Virtual Challenges at Inter House and
Schools levels have been put in place.
The objective is to address the current challenges and
facilitate the future sports events that are safe and
enjoyable for all.
Let’s keep moving and stay healthy!
Patrick Gumunyu
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Music
Born to Sing the Blues ...
Members of the St. Andrew’s Prep and DSG Junior String
Ensemble recently superbly performed - via Zoom - an
arrangement of Journey’s ‘Don’t Stop Believing`. From
their different homes, separated by cities and even
borders, the children came together virtually via the
wonderful Zoom app, to bring us this wonderful peice of
music. Click on the link to listen: https://youtu.be/YW-

“Music is the language of the spirit.
It opens the secret of life
bringing peace, abolishing strife.”
– Kahil Gibran

w9ghiwBmg

Welcome Back!
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Boarding
“I learned that courage was not
the absence of fear, but the triumph over it.
The brave man is not he who does not
feel afraid, but he who
conquers that fear.”
- Nelson Mandela

Prep is Alive with the Sound
of Children ...
With great excitement, we received our first boarders
back on Sunday afternoon. Strangely, the mad, crazy
scramble to get everyone home almost three months
ago, felt like just the other day when we saw the familiar,
smiling faces of the boys.

and filled with relief. The banter from the older brothers
and sister (Student House Tutors) also broke the
unfamiliarity of what the time away from the Houses may
have created, and very soon the giggles or shy smiles
from private jokes or a ‘unknown’ code-word nickname
between the two, was back.
It has only been a few days and everyone is adapting
amazingly well! Our natural ‘mode’ is for the children to
congregate and ‘chat’ - which there has been a lot of and even at a short distance, it feels fine. We could call
them spread-out conversations.
The activity and buzz created by the return of the
boarders has breathed life back into the empty spaces
and woken up the personality and character of the
buildings. It is awesome to experience this change and
we look forward to continue to welcome those who still
need to return.
George Wienekus
HOD Boarding
Grade 7 Teacher

The number of ‘elbow-bumps’, that have replaced a
good, solid handshake or embrace, were accepted with a
bit of trepidation but the smiles that followed were warm
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Senior Prep
True Blue Team
Welcome back! We are truly up and running with our
Blended Learning Programme and, although still early
days, all indications are positive that the programme will
serve those at school and those online, equally well.
My English class today was a healthy balance of
brick-and-mortar and online teaching – healthy, vibrant
dialogue taking place between the boys physically present and the boys who joined us remotely. Friends catching up and the joyous banter of Preppies, again, filling the
classroom.
The boys returning this week have been fantastic and
have taken to the new structures and protocols like ducks
to water – thank you, lads!
A massive thanks too, to the staff who have worked
tirelessly in the background preparing for this return – no
small feat.
And then to you, our parent body, who have been so
supportive of all that we have done over the last few
months. A true-blue team effort. The spirit of Nec Aspera
Terrent resounds loudly!

Patience means that you have to calm down. It means
not wanting something right awy. It means not getting
annoyed or becoming impatient. It means remaining
calm, even when you have been waiting forever.
- Fakade Booi
Patience is waiting your turn. It means you have to be
selfless. - Bas Riley

“Patience is when you want to go
somewhere and your mom says,
“Wait 10 minutes” and you say, “No,
I want to go now”. Then your mom says,
“patience, I will be done soon.”
and that’s what patience means.”
- Stephan van Dyk

Marc Paul
Deputy Headmaster

Patience is waiting in line for someone you don’t know for
a long time, with no anger but peace, and caring for the
person even if he goes, you save his spot. - Amo Ncana

Virtue of the Week: Patience

Patience is learning to wait for something or someone.
You don’t want to be annoyed and irritable. - Jeff Miles

The Grade 5s put together their ideas on what patience
means to them. Here are some of their thoughts that they
wrote in their journals this week:

Patience is a key to life. You need patience in hunting
because you are waiting for the right moment.
God has given us patience in our spirits. Patience helps
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Dr (Prep) Google!
Well done and thank you to
Mr Nick Heymans for the
enormous amount of work,
research and assistance
behind the scenes in getting
our online learning system
up and running at such short
notice and for the much-needed
suppor of staff, parents and pupils.
Mr Heymans has also
recently achieved his Google Training certification.
Well done!

Nicholas Heymans

June 09, 2020

912 Food Parcels Delivered!
Thank you to all our sponsors of these
much-needed and very much appreciated
food parcels, blankets and scarves! Prep,
DSG and St Andrew’s College, together
with LIV Village, Grahamstown, are putting food parcels together weekly for needy
families in the community. We appreciate all the
help we have received from our parents, staff and
members of the Grahamstown community.
Please consider donating R150 for a food
parcel.
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Banking details:
Lukhanyiso Village
FNB Current Account
Acc Number: 62669421530
Branch Code: 250655
Reference: FP Your name
Swift Code: FIRNZAJJ
(international code)
If you require a Section 18A tax exemption
receipt, please email your POP, name and address
to info@liv-lukhanyiso.com.
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us to make good choices when we do our work slowly.
- Josh Morgan
Patience means not being grumpy over a short amount of
waiting. - Siya Macozoma
Patience is just like waiting for your turn to go. That’s
what patience means to me. - Imi Qotoyi
To me, patience means that you have to wait before you
can get something, like when you are waiting for a movie
or you need to be patient for the movie to start. - Chase
Repinz

Messages from One Preppie
to Another ...
This piece of advice
comes in from Sam
van Coller (OP 1950);
gleanings from his life
lessons:
I am now 82 and have
looked back at the
most important decisions that have guided
me. Here are the three
most important.
1. You have to make a choice between believing in God
or being an atheist. I chose the former rather late in
life and it changed my life completely
2. Choose your partner carefully and wisely. A successful marriage will give you an unsurpassed quality of
life
3. Each day try to make the world just a little better than
it was the previous day
Sam van Coller

Wise Words to Live By
Your idea of soliciting life tips for the Preppies is a fantastic one. I wish I had input like this when I was their age.
• Everyone’s life has challenges and obstacles, we just
don’t usually see other people’s issues, only our own.
You are not alone in having some difficulties to deal
with.
• Many difficulties feel overwhelming, like you can’t figure out why it happened nor how you will get through
it, but when you work through it and give it time you
realise you can deal with just about anything.
• Don’t be afraid to talk to someone about an issue that
is worrying you. Nothing is too small to discuss.
• When people make fun of you, find a way to literally
laugh about it and join in on the joke. Don’t take it
personally. Nothing takes the nastiness out of other
people’s comments better than converting their words
into humour.
Thank you,
Paul Durham (OP 1984)
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Dig Deep, Preppies!
This peice was sent in by Old Preppie John Oosthuizen
to encourage our Preppies to dig deep - we’ve done it
before!
For the young generation of today coming to terms with
what we are currently enduring, certainly not a pleasant
experience for any of us. This does not only apply to
South Africa but also to the youngsters the world over.
Most families that are upper middle class have not had
to face the current stresses in their life time - parents and
children alike.
It is therefore difficult for children in particular to understand why?
I have given it quite a bit of thought (during) lock down
and my thoughts continue to return to1939-45 and the
Second World War. Some fathers/grandfathers or great
grandfathers, which is more the case with the kids of
today, left home to face incredible hardship daily, fear and
loneliness, as did those back home. And at the end of it
all, those who returned got on with their lives and sent
sons to Prep and College.
That was Six years of war. We were screaming after
eight weeks in the comfort of our homes. Preppies need
to think of those 18-year-old fighter pilots, who with very
little training, got into a Spitfire and flew into combat.
Or those thousands charging up the Normandy beaches
into machinegun fire on D-Day. Men of Men!
Strength must be drawn from what generations before
them endured and the privileges that they have coming
from that stock. They need to make their grandparents
and their parents proud that they can handle some hardship and not fall into the trap of reacting as spoiled and
privileged. They will be better men for it.
Hope that may help.
John Oosthuizen (OP 1962)

The Andrean Shop
The Andrean Shop (Clothing Exchange) will operate
via email orders to c.vetch@hotmail.com detailing the
following:

•
•
•
•

Name
House
Grade
Items required (Description/Quantity/Size/New or
second Hand)

Orders received before 9am will be delivered to the
boarding houses before 13h00 Mondays to Fridays
OR can be collected by staff/parents by arrangement.
Please Note - No exchanges or returns will be
accepted.
Colleen Vetch, Andrean Shop
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